FORM 17
[See rule 35 (1)]
FORM OF TRADE CERTIFICATE
(To be printed in diameter shape of 70 millimetres)
Trade Certificate

1. Serial number of certificate .............................................. ..........................................................
2. Full name and address of certificate holder .......................................................... ..................................
3. Trade number assigned in respect of the certificate .......................................................... ..................................
4. Class of motor vehicle in respect of which the certificate is to be used ..........................................................
5. Date of expiry of certificate ...............................................................................................
6. Amount of fee paid ............................................................................................................
7. Date and stamp of office of issue ......................................................................................
Station...................................
Date......................................
Registering Authority of Region/State

Valid throughout India

SCHEDULE
Form of folder for the certificate
The folder shall be of metal and be weather-proof. It shall be circular in shape and conform
to the following dimensions:--

Circular pattern, without cross bars--certificate tray

The certificate of standard pattern when cut along the outline of the outer of that two circles,
shall fit neatly into a sheet-metal tray of suitable thickness, having a turned-up edge of
sufficient depth to hold the licence and stout cover of transparent white glass.
Ring cover : A circular ring of sheet-metal shaped to fit down closely into the tray, and
adopted for fixing by screws, bolts, or otherwise to the vehicle in the prescribed position. A
rubber packing ring shall be arranged to fit between the ring cover and the cover glass and
tray so as to render the whole carrier weather-proof.
Dimensions : The aperture within the ring-cover shall clearly exhibit the whole of the
certificate lying within the inner circle of the certificate and shall have a diameter of 10 cm.